
Work-Flow steps or phases in the process of the determining the free and clear approval 

and bundled submission to underwriting.  

Name: Michael Clingerman 

 

Caveats or Assumptions 

1. “A Visual Checklist System & Data Base” This works in Tandem to the Inspector moving throughout 

the phases.    

 

This is my “Product Differentiator” designed to offer a sense of security to the Title Inspector that in fact 

they have done their job along all the steps of the process. There would be a Final Phase were the 

Inspector will review all “Checks” from the work-flow in the 5th Step before submission to underwriting. 

This “Visual protection effort” is justified due to the high $ value risk of making mistakes. The Data Base 

will follow the progression and compile the steps and their signifiers and feedback to the user. 

 

Justification found in Research and Interviews: “Their productivity is measured by how many 

inspections they can complete, but the cost of a mistake is very high. If they let a house get by that 

doesn’t have a clear title chain, their organization could be responsible for paying out hundreds of 

thousands of dollars in claims.” 

 

2. “Visual Signifiers and Feedback UI” 

 

Research and Interviews: “Due to repetitive use Iconic signifiers and feedback will be used to visually 

enhance the work-flow experience.” 

 

3. That there is a budge to support exploration to many of the Ideation below…  

 

 

 



 

 

Work-Flow Descriptions 

1. Search & Gather Phase (Record Location) 

In this phase the Title Inspector will search county and US Data Bases for the Lot description, Purchase 

agreements, Loan agreements, Claims, Claim releases. 

Tandem Visual Checklist of Phase 1 – All records are in fact acquired and stored on the Data Base (DB)  

 

Icons will be used as signifiers to the user that the docs have been received by the DB. Additionally the 

Icons with go into a “Active or non-active” state once each doc is “Uploaded”. So 5x Check Mark Icons 

total for the 5 different types of documents needed. It’s possibly that other Icons may be required for 

issues like Missing, Under review by county, or other issues common to county documentation 

departments.  

 

2. Inspection Phase - (Record Inspection and review) 

In this phase the Title Inspector will inspect and review the documents found in the Search Phase. 

Similar to the Search Phase a Signifier and feedback will be used in the form of a checkmark. Unknown: 

whether the Free & Clear “Stamp of approval” would happen here. 

Tandem Visual Checklist of Phase 2 

 



3. Cover Sheet fill-out Phase 

In this phase the Inspector would fill out the form or screen requirements for the Cover Sheet, Add 

inspection Results, Add Other Data if any, Add Notations in a provide text field, Possibly attach 

document copies. (Attachment of Doc may also happen in the bundling Phase next for clarity, this 

attachment would be for the “Other Data” if any.) Unknown: whether the Free & Clear “Stamp of 

approval” would happen here. 

Tandem Visual Checklist of Phase 3   

 

4. Bundling Phase - (Bundling finding to Underwriting) 

This is where a solution for compressing files or bundling the complete job would take place. A solution 

need to be defined for this. See Questions… Additionally I’m placing the Craft Cover letter here because, 

now that the Job is complete, the Inspectors thoughts are fresh and compiled and a final statement will 

be easier to define. Unknown: if the system will allow for word processing. The cover letter once crafted 

will also be attached. Free & Clear Approval Stamp or certificate will be attached. All will be prepped for 

Email or Cloud. See questions 

Tandem Visual Checklist of Phase 4 

 

5. Visual Work Review Checklist – Phase - Visual confirmation checklist 

In Phase 5 The inspector is presented with a comprehensive screen layout of the paste 1-4 phases he or 

she has entered data and or docs on. Essentially, what I envision here is a visual breakdown of the 4 

previous phases. Each with their Abstracted information and a Signifier such as an icon matching the 

Icons from the past phases. This will allow the Inspector to see a 1000’ view or Summary of their work 

and feel good that the job we in fact done well.  

(Final Review of Phase 1-4 Visual Checklist – Pre Submission) 

6. Submission of the Compete Job. This can be as simple as a button at the bottom of the Visual Work 

Review Checklist – Phase Screen. I’d keep it simple at this point and add a Confirm Send Dialog screen 

before the system fire off the job package to underwriting. 

 

  



Last minute thoughts 

1. Client feedback loop/system 

Should the Underwriter have issues or feedback. Offering a feedback system that allows for tracking of 

the “Job Number” to easily manage unforeseen issues and communications in a Portfolio environment.  

2. Portfolio Screen - Possibly looking at this from a Portfolio perspective. So, possibly adding in a Portfolio 

Page previous to the Phases. This would comprise of all Client Jobs in prep for underwriting.  

 

Card Sorting 
 

Basic steps needed… 

 
 

Adding Check List on 4 steps 



 

 

Adding 5th step of a final compiled checklist 

 



 

Not sure where to place Free Clear Stamp. 

 

 

Adding in a portfolio Screen of clients…  See After thoughts… 

 



 

 

 

Questions 

 

Work-Flow Questions 

1. Free and clear determination: At what point does this determination happen? Search (Record Location), 

Inspection, Cover Sheet fill-out, Passover (Bundling finding to Underwriting)? 

2. Is there “Other Data” needed in the Inspection phase other than the 5x documents? 

 

Signifiers and Feedback 

1. It’s possibly that other Icons may be required for issues like Missing, Under review by county, or other 

issues common to county documentation departments. Wondering if Further research is necessary to 

discover common documentation related dependency terms that may require other Icon signifiers to be 

used? 

2. Wondering if we have budget to design or purchase an agency Icon subscription? 

 

 

Email/Cloud Storage Questions 



3. Whether or not to build an email system or leverage a partnership with Gmail. The ability to compress 

lots of Docs that are High megabyte and compress them and send them digitally is important.  

4. A Cloud Data solution is a possibility like Drop Box. This will allow the Title Inspector to easily manage lots 

of clients however the cost of supporting a cloud account with Valuable Documents and Data may be 

another cost consideration. SO, Data fulfillment and delivery needs to be considered. S 

5. My question is what current Partnerships exist for email? 

6. My question is what current Partnerships exist for “Bundling” of documents or Data Transfer?  

7. What is the Budget to support these concerns and needs?  

 

Security & Privacy Questions 

1. What level of security is the existing business deploying with respect to transfer of copies of documents 

to underwriting? 

2. Does the Existing privacy security solution offer a digital solution or one that may offer encryption that 

can work on the cloud? 

3. What is the Budget to support these concerns and needs?  

 

 


